Sweden to Prosecute Woman for
Reporting on Facebook that
Migrants Torched Cars and
Defecated in the Streets
Sweden: A 70-year-old woman reported on Facebook that migrants
were burning cars and defecating in the streets. The
government claims that this was a disparaging view of migrants
and, therefore, it violated Sweden’s law on incitement to
racial hatred, a crime which carries a maximum penalty of four
years in prison. The woman does not deny writing the post but
challenges the law by denying that telling the truth is a
criminal act. –GEG

A 70-year-old Swedish woman in Dalarna is being
prosecuted for hate speech after claiming on
Facebook she saw migrants defecating in the
streets and setting fire to cars.
According to the prosecution, the woman “expressed a
disparaging view of refugees” on Facebook. She stands accused
of having taken to the social media website in early July 2015
to make the “derogatory” post, alleging that migrants “set
fire to cars, and urinate and defecate on the streets”.
Prosecutors in Sweden say the woman’s message violates the
nation’s law on incitement to racial hatred (Hets mot

folkgrupp, or HMF), a crime with carries a maximum penalty of
four years.
The accused admitted that she wrote the post but denied
committing any criminal act. The evidence against her consists
of a screenshot from Facebook, according to local media.
People took to Flashback, the net’s largest Swedish language
forum, to criticise the state’s decision to prosecute the
pensioner, with one poster lamenting the accused “has fallen
into the clutches of the politically correct”.
A user with the screen name ‘Nospheratu’ pointed out that the
original idea behind HMF was “to prevent large-scale
propaganda by political parties” against demographic groups,
with lawmakers “having 1930s Germany in mind” whilst passing
laws. The user slammed the law for being used to “prosecute
old ladies on the bus” criticising immigrants.
Read full article here…

Hackers
Created

Use
Ransomware,
by the NSA , to

Infect Computers in Nearly
100 Countries
Hackers have been able to infect tens of thousands of
computers in more than 100 countries using software developed
by the NSA. The hack prevents computer systems from accessing
their data bases by altering their encryption. Typical targets
are companies, government agencies, banks, hospitals, and any
other enterprise that cannot afford loss of access to its
data. The ransom required to regain the data is 300 Bitcoin,
but the price rises sharply if the price is not paid within a
few hours. Most victims pay immediately but are vulnerable for
similar attacks in the future. Wikileaks exposed this problem
last month by publishing the software manuals to prove that
the threat is real. It did not publish the software itself,
however, because that would allow even more criminals to
participate. This reporter anticipates that the CIA and the
press will attempt to blame Wikileaks and Trump supporters for
the problem. –GEG
Bill Binney, the highest-ranking NSA whistleblower, says the
US intelligence community discovers or creates cyberspace
weaknesses and then leaves them open instead of fixing them.
Then, when there is a cyberattack, they say they need more
money for cyber security and to stop terrorists. Finally,
they blame the attack on the Russians so they can get more tax
money to ‘defend the nation’ in a new cold war. –GEG
What should we make of the global ransomware attacks which
happened today?
We’ve documented that the intelligence services intentionally
create digital vulnerabilities, then intentionally leave them
open … leaving us exposed and insecure.
Washington’s Blog asked the highest level NSA whistleblower
ever* – Bill Binney – what he thinks of the attacks.
Binney told us:

This is what I called short sighted finite thinking on the
part of the Intelligence Community managers.
This is also what I called (for some years now) a swindle of
the tax payers. First, they find or create weaknesses then
they don’t fix these weaknesses so we are all vulnerable to
attack.
Then, when attacks occur, they say they need more money for
cyber security — a total swindle!!! [Indeed.]
This is only the second swindle of the public. The first was
terror efforts by saying we need to collect everything to
stop terror — another lie. They said that because to collect
everything takes lots and lots of money.
Then, when the terror attack occurs, they say they need more
money, people and data to stop terror. Another swindle from
the start. [The war on terror is a “self-licking ice cream
cone”, because it creates many more terrorists than it
stops.]
And, finally, the latest swindle “THE RUSSIANS DID IT.” This
is an effort to start a new cold war which means another
bigger swindle of US tax payers.
For cyber security, I would suggest the president order NSA,
CIA and any others to fix the cyber problems they know about;
then, maybe we will start to have some cyber security.
Read full article here…

Tim
Allen’s
TV
Sitcom
Cancelled After He Said Being
a Conservative in Hollywood
Was Like Living in Nazi
Germany
Tim Allen starred as a positive conservative character in the
ABC sitcom, Last Man Standing, which was cancelled despite
high ratings. The cancellation comes two months after he made
a comment on a talk show comparing living as a conservative in
Hollywood to Nazi Germany. Allen also called out Hollywood for
‘bullying’ Trump. Many people are now boycotting the channel.
–GEG
ABC’s decision to cancel Tim Allen’s sitcom “Last Man
Standing” as it closes its sixth season resulted in the
network being accused of playing politics.
ABC’s decision to cancel Tim Allen’s sitcom “Last Man
Standing” as it closes its sixth season resulted in the
network being accused of playing politics.
Only “Modern Family” beat “Last Man Standing” in the ratings
for ABC programming.
Allen, whose previous ABC hit “Home Improvement” ran from
1991-1999, has been vocal in his criticism of Hollywood’s
leftist culture and said he attended President Trump’s

inauguration.
According to Heat Street, many viewers believe Allen’s refusal
to remain silent about politics in heavily Democratic
Hollywood led ABC to cancel “Last Man Standing” despite
drawing 8.1 million viewers this season.
Allen supported Gov. John Kasich in the presidential
primaries, and said being a conservative in Hollywood was akin
to being part of the opposition in Nazi Germany.
He also called out Hollywood for “bullying” Trump while
criticizing him for being a bully at the same time.
On the show, Allen played Mike Baxter, a conservative father
who worked at an outdoors emporium as the lead of marketing.
Critics of the decision also pointed out that ABC’s parent,
the Walt Disney Company, is headed by Bob Iger, who is
reportedly mulling a 2020 run against Trump as a Democrat.
Read full article here…

Black Student Group at UC
Santa Cruz Threatens Takeover
The

African/

Black

Student

Alliance

(A/BSA)

physically

occupied a building on the UC Santa Cruz campus and was
granted all of its demands, which includes mandatory
‘diversity training’ for all incoming students. Now they are
threatening more civil disruption if their new demands are not
met. The members of this group demand reparations for past
racial crimes against them. Their new demands include that the
university purchase property for ‘disadvantaged’ students, a
$100,000 grant to promote cultural diversity, and the creation
of a Black Studies department at the school. –GEG

A radical black student group known as
The African/Black Student Alliance (A/BSA), which
recently ended its occupation of a building on the
UC Santa Cruz campus after university officials
granted them every one of their demands, is
threatening more civil disruption if its new
demands are not met.
The College Fix, an online student-reported news source, is
reporting that in spite of meeting its original demands, “the
group made three other demands to the university, and it has
warned UC Santa Cruz that it has four months to comply with
these demands or ‘more Reclamations; will result.”
The three additional demands A/BSA is making of UC Santa Cruz
have been added to its initial “Reclamation Statement,” and
include:
That the university purchase property “to serve as a low
income
housing
cooperative
for
historically
disadvantaged students,”
That the university “allocate $100,000” for Santa Cruz’s
“SOMeCA” student organization support department,
That the university create either a Black Studies
department or a Black Studies Minor or Major.
A reported by College Fix, this new list of demands contains a
deadline and a threat at the end: “… that if by Fall Quarter
2017 the university does not provide ‘detailed plans’ on how

to fulfill its
Reclamations.’”

new

demands,

‘there

will

be

more

Read full article here…

Mike Adams Reports the Boston
Herald
to
the
FBI
for
Recommending That Those who
Oppose Vaccines Should Be
Executed by Hanging
Mike Adams, the owner of the Natural News website, is filing a
complaint with the Boston FBI against the Boston Herald for
publishing a violence-inciting editorial attributed to the
Boston Herald. The editorial claims that vaccines don’t cause
autism and that it ought to be a “hanging offense” for anyone
who opposes this conventional theory, which they characterized
as lying. Mike Adams alleges that the Boston Herald staff
engaged in criminal intimidation by calling for deadly
violence against vaccine critics, including naturopaths,
scientists, chiropractors and journalists.
Mike Adams, the owner of the Natural News website, is filing a
complaint with the Boston FBI against the Boston Herald for
publishing a violence-inciting editorial attributed to the

Boston Herald. The editorial claims that vaccines don’t cause
autism and that it ought to be a “hanging offense” for anyone
who opposes this conventional theory, which they characterized
as lying. Mike Adams alleges that the Boston Herald staff
engaged in criminal intimidation by calling for deadly
violence against vaccine critics, including naturopaths,
scientists, chiropractors and journalists.
The editorial was in reaction to the recent outbreak of 51
cases of measles in Minnesota, primarily among the Somali
immigrant population. The Somali population in Minnesota has
about half the vaccination rate of the general population.
This is because they have backed away from inoculating their
children due to previous high autism rates, triple the number
of the general population, discovered in 2008.
The CDC
currently reports the autism rate at 1 in 68 children. The
mainstream media has failed to inform the public that the
autism rate for Somali children living in Minnesota was 1 in
32 in 2010, with more severe disabilities reported than in
other populations. Some Somali parents credit their freedom
from autism to the fact that they grew up in Somalia without
vaccines.
Anti-vaccine groups are being blamed for the measles outbreak,
because Dr. Andrew Wakefield and anti-vaccine groups informed
the Somali community about the dangers of vaccines and their
legal rights regarding vaccine exemptions.
Investigative reporter, Jefferey Jackson, has traced the
authorship of the “hit piece” back to Rachelle Cohen and gives
her contact information, as well as the Boston Herald’s
contact information in this link.
Here is what Cohen wrote in the Boston Herald:
“…Skepticism about vaccines within Minnesota’s Somali
community goes back a decade, the Post reported, after parents
raised concern about possible higher rates of autism among

their children (research later indicated that wasn’t the
case).
“But it seems that was all the truthers needed to hear. When
Somali parents sought answers to explain autism, anti-vaccine
activists were delighted to fill in the information gap. The
disgraced British doctor who once reported a link between
vaccines and autism — which was deemed fraudulent and cost him
his medical license — has met with families, the Post
reported. Even amid this latest outbreak, anti-vaccine groups
have fanned the flames, making it hard for public health
officials and doctors to be heard above the noise.
“These are the facts: Vaccines don’t cause autism. Measles can
kill. And lying to vulnerable people about the health and
safety of their children ought to be a hanging offense.”
Contrary to what Cohen wrote, it is important to point out
that measles outbreaks in the US are not serious or deadly,
according to the CDC:
From January 1 to April 22, 2017, 61 people from 10
states (California, Florida, Michigan, Minnesota,
Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Utah, and
Washington) were reported to have measles.
In 2016, 70 people from 16 states were reported to have
measles.
In 2015, 188 people from 24 states and the District of
Columbia were reported to have measles.
In 2014, the United States experienced a record number
of measles cases, with 667 cases from 27 states reported
to CDC’s National Center for Immunization and
Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD); this is the greatest
number of cases since measles elimination was documented
in the U.S. in 2000.
Measles are temporary, but autism is forever.
Sources:

Mike Adams gives contact information for the FBI, Boston
Police and the Boston Herald to take action in his article:
http://www.naturalnews.com/2017-05-11-boston-herald-calls-forgovernment-run-execution-squads-mass-murder-scientistsjournalists.html
Link to the Boston Herald opinion, ‘Editorial: Preying on
parents’ fear’:
http://www.bostonherald.com/opinion/editorials/2017/05/editori
al_preying_on_parents_fear
http://www.healthnutnews.com/boston-herald-staffer-suggests-pe
ople-should-be-hung-to-death-for-being-anti-vaccine/
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2016/p0331-children-autism.
html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/minnesota-measles-outbreak
_us_591224dfe4b05e1ca202a154
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